In an increasingly sexualized world, it’s difficult to know
how to teach your children about their sexuality in a godly
way. On the one hand, you don’t want to give the impression that sex is bad or make them feel ashamed of their
bodies. But on the other, you don’t want to reinforce the
message, “If it feels good, do it.” How do you instill a godly
view of sexuality into your children without just giving
them a list of “don’ts”?
From his years of ministry on sexual issues, David White
equips you to help your child form a positive, biblical
framework for their sexuality. He walks you through how to
build a basic foundation for understanding God’s purposes
for sex, as well as giving you tips for how to address more
complex issues that may arise as your child grows older
and more aware of other expressions of sexuality.

DAVID WHITE, MDIV, is the men’s ministry coordinator for Harvest USA
and the author of Sexual Sanity for Men: Re-Creating Your Mind in a Crazy
Culture. He disciples men, teaches seminary courses on ministering to the
sexually broken, and speaks on sexual issues. For more information, go to
www.harvestusa.org.
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n anti-drug commercial opened with a middle
school student innocently walking in the door after
school, only to discover the dining room table covered
with sex education materials—including scale models!
The father casually suggests they could talk about drugs
instead, if the child preferred. Though humorous, the
commercial poignantly illustrates a sad reality: sex is the
last topic kids and parents want to discuss.
This has been a problem for a long time. I regularly
ask church audiences to raise their hands if they learned
about sexuality from their parents. Typically less than 10
percent respond, and most of those were just handed a
book. It is tragic that this crucial area of life and obedience is so sorely neglected in most Christian homes. Even
when discussion does occur it tends to focus on the mundane—basic mechanics and abstinence—and neglect the
glory and ecstasy of God’s design and the wondrous truth
that human sexuality is profoundly theological.
The last thing we want to discuss

Talking to your kids about sexuality is more important
now than ever before. Sex is one of the biggest idols in our
culture. Everything from the sensual images on billboards
to celebrities on primetime TV bombard us daily with the
message that sex is all-important. Our children are not
oblivious to these messages and images. But, particularly
at younger ages, our kids desperately need our help to
interpret these messages and images, and they need us to
teach them sexuality from the Scriptures.
With the legislative approval of same-sex marriage, your elementary-age children will likely befriend
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students with two moms or dads. Many of us already
encounter this issue in our extended families or neighborhoods. And this is true for each stage of development: your older kids need shepherding to love their
LGBTQ friends, while their “hearts honor Christ the
Lord as holy, always being prepared to make a defense
to anyone who asks [them] for a reason for the hope
that is in [them] . . . with gentleness and respect” (1
Peter 3:15). And overall, the rapid advance of technology means that our children face unprecedented risk
to temptation and sexual predators. Tragically, with
the ease of its availability, I’ve encountered children as
young as six years old addicted to Internet pornography.
As parents, we need to be the first people to talk to our
children about sexuality. It is profoundly unloving to
leave them to the darkness of the world’s answers or the
folly of their peers.
We are woefully neglecting God’s calling as parents if
we fail to address these issues from a biblical perspective.
Our most significant role is to pass on the faith to our
children, providing a biblical worldview and helping our
kids understand their lives in the story of God’s redemption. We are actors in his drama, who by grace have a
role in extending his kingdom. Just as in the first-century
Greco-Roman world, the twenty-first-century American
church has the opportunity to be radically countercultural by honoring Christ with our sexuality in a sexually
insane culture. Our children need to be trained, and this
begins when we step out of our comfort zones to risk the
dreaded conversation.
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Start with Yourself

How do you speak to your kids about sex? Begin by looking inward. Instilling a healthy understanding of sexuality
in your child starts with you addressing ways your own
perspective may be warped by past (or current!) sinful
experience, sexual abuse, or unbiblical thinking about sex.
Here are some things to think about before you talk
to your kids:
•

•

•

Do you believe God created our sexuality and
declares it “very good”? How might your unspoken attitudes communicate a different message
to your kids? Do you believe God smiles upon
the lovemaking of a husband and wife? Why or
why not?
All of us have a sexuality affected by our own lust
and the lies of the world. How have Hollywood,
romance novels, or pornography impacted you?
One way to gauge this is to be honest about your
frustration or disappointment in this area of life.
How do you feel God has “let you down” sexually? What would make for a great sex life?
Because of my sexual history prior to marriage,
for many years I felt shame about intimacy with
my wife, even though I knew intellectually that
it was blessed by God. Were you sexually active
before marriage or did you struggle with porn
and solo sex? Although you may now be faithful
to your spouse, past sexual sin can affect the way
we think and respond to our children. Do you
tend to minimize or overlook your children’s
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•

•

behavior (e.g., having a “boys will be boys” attitude about pornography)? Do you feel hypocritical challenging your child’s relationships, either
fearing or knowing they are sexual, because of
your own past sexual failures? Or are you too
strict, placing heavy burdens to stifle your child’s
social life because of your past failures?
Many of us live with a sexuality scarred by
another’s exploitation. If this is you, please seek
the care of a competent, experienced Christian
counselor to help you find healing. There is no
greater trauma than sexual abuse, so even if it
occurred decades ago, don’t assume it hasn’t
impacted your soul.
Where do you struggle with sexuality today?
Does anyone in your life know? Are you willing to bring it “into the light”? You will only be
able to overcome private struggles with sin if you
are willing to humble yourself and ask others for
help. We do not experience significant change in
any sin struggle unless we bring it into the open
with others in the body of Christ because this
is how God calls us to live (see 1 Corinthians
12:12–26; Ephesians 4:11–16; Colossians 2:19).

Know this: your sexuality will impact your kids. Your
growth in this area will enable your kids to gain wisdom
and understand how sexuality fits into the broader issues
of Christian living. Conversely, reluctance to examine
your heart (or worse, ongoing sexual sin) will be detrimental to your children. The Bible shows us that children
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